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1. **INTRODUCTION**

1. This proposal for a Council Framework Decision aims to set common minimum standards as regards certain procedural rights applying in criminal proceedings throughout the European Union.

2. Article 6 of the Treaty on European Union (TEU) provides that the Union shall respect fundamental rights, as guaranteed by the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR) and as they result from the constitutional traditions common to Member States. Moreover, in December 2000, the European Commission, the Council and the Parliament jointly signed and solemnly proclaimed the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union.

3. The Presidency Conclusions of the Tampere European Council\(^1\) stated that mutual recognition should become the cornerstone of judicial cooperation, but makes the point that mutual recognition "...and the necessary approximation of legislation would facilitate […] the judicial protection of individual rights"\(^2\). Furthermore the European Council asked the Council and the Commission to press ahead with mutual recognition measures "respecting the fundamental legal principles of the Member States"\(^3\).

4. The Commission Communication to the Council and the European Parliament of 26 July 2000 on Mutual Recognition of Final Decisions in Criminal Matters\(^4\) stated that "it must therefore be ensured that the treatment of suspects and the rights of the defence would not only not suffer from the implementation of the principle [of mutual recognition] but that the safeguards would even be improved through the process".

5. This was endorsed in the Programme of Measures to Implement the Principle of Mutual Recognition of Decisions in Criminal Matters\(^5\) ("Programme of Measures"), adopted by the Council and the Commission. It pointed out that “mutual recognition is very much dependent on a number of parameters which determine its effectiveness”.

6. These parameters include “mechanisms for safeguarding the rights of […] suspects” (parameter 3) and “the definition of common minimum standards necessary to facilitate the application of the principle of mutual recognition” (parameter 4). This proposal for a Framework Decision represents an embodiment of the stated aim of enhancing the protection of individual rights.

---

\(^1\) 15 and 16 October 1999.

\(^2\) Conclusion 33.

\(^3\) Conclusion 37.


\(^5\) OJ C 12, 15.1.2001, p. 10.
7. This proposal seeks to enhance the rights of all suspects and defendants generally. Offering an equivalent level of protection to suspects and defendants throughout the European Union by way of these common minimum standards should facilitate the application of the principle of mutual recognition in the manner set out in section 5, "The Principle of Mutual Recognition", below. It was within the contemplation of the Heads of State at Tampere that such "necessary approximation" should occur.

8. In seeking to enhance fair trial rights generally, this Framework Decision will also have the effect of ensuring a reasonable level of protection for foreign suspects and defendants in particular, since several of the measures are specifically intended for them. The number of foreign defendants is increasing owing to various factors (increased job mobility, more people taking foreign holidays, migratory patterns, growth in the number of asylum seekers, refugees and displaced persons present in the Union etc) and will continue to do so. In recent years, there has been a growing awareness of serious cross-border criminality; criminal activity against the financial interests of the European Union increasingly has a transnational character. The TEC enables citizens of the Union to "move and reside freely within the territory of the Member States". Statistics suggest that approximately 6 million EU nationals live in a Member State other than their country of origin. Logically, the number of those migrants becoming involved in criminal proceedings will grow with the increasing exercise of this right of free movement and residence. It is incumbent on the Member States to ensure that proper care is taken of EU citizens should they find themselves involved in criminal proceedings in a Member State other than their own.

2. **THE EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS (ECHR)**

9. All the Member States have criminal justice systems that meet the requirements of Articles 5 (Right to liberty and security) and 6 (Right to a fair trial) of the ECHR, using a variety of procedural safeguards. The intention here is not to duplicate what is in the ECHR, but rather to promote compliance at a consistent standard. This can be done by orchestrating agreement between the Member States on a Union wide approach to a "fair trial".

10. The number of applications to the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) and the case-law of that court demonstrate that compliance with the ECHR is not universal. Furthermore, the number of applications is growing every year and the ECHR is “seriously overloaded” – the volume of applications grew by over 500% in the period 1993-2000. Higher visibility of safeguards would improve knowledge

---

6 "Foreign suspects and defendants" shall mean those who are not nationals of the country in which they are arrested. There is a further subdivision to be observed: some foreigners are EU nationals from another Member State, others are nationals of third countries. Unless otherwise stated, it does not matter which category they fall into for the purposes of this proposal.

7 Article 18 TEC.

8 Source: Eurostat Migration Statistics for 1998,1999 and 2000 give the figure of EU nationals living in a Member State other than their own as 5,900,000.


10 Preface to the Report the Evaluation Group to the Committee of Ministers on the European Court of Human Rights referred to in footnote 9 above.
of rights on the part of all actors in the criminal justice systems and hence facilitate compliance.

11. This proposal for a Framework Decision highlights some rights identified as basic, many of which already exist in some form in the criminal justice systems of the Member States. These include the right to legal advice and the right to understand the "nature and cause of the accusation", from which is derived the right to translation of documents and access to an interpreter where the defendant does not understand the language of the proceedings. Whilst it is proper and appropriate for each Member State to decide on its criminal justice system, the discrepancies in procedure as concerns these basic safeguards should be kept to a minimum.

3. THE CHARTER OF FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION (CFREU)

12. In December 2000, the European Commission, the Council and the Parliament jointly signed and solemnly proclaimed the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (CFREU)\(^\text{11}\). The CFREU covers the civil, political, economic and social rights of European citizens and synthesises the constitutional traditions and international obligations common to the Member States. A significant aspect of the Charter is that it affirms that the European Union is a political community, rather than solely an economic organisation. Moreover, it asserts that respect for fundamental rights will be at the foundation of all European law.

13. The section entitled “Justice” (Articles 47-50) lays down the right to a fair trial (Art. 47) and provides that respect for the rights of the defence of anyone who has been charged [with a criminal offence] shall be guaranteed (Art. 48). It provides for the presumption of innocence, legality and proportionality of criminal offences and penalties. It extends the principle of ne bis in idem to the whole of the EU.

14. This proposal espouses the spirit of the CFREU. It contributes to the definition of a "fair trial" and to agreeing common standards for "the rights of the defence" so that equivalent treatment in respect of trials throughout the EU can be facilitated.

4. BACKGROUND TO THE FRAMEWORK DECISION

15. In line with the Tampere Conclusions, the Commission has taken the necessary steps to carry out the Programme of Measures for Mutual Recognition, including considering the relevant parameters. The introduction to the Programme of Measures makes the point that "the extent of the mutual recognition exercise is very much dependent on a number of parameters which determine its effectiveness". In order to take parameters 3 and 4, referred to in paragraph 6 above, into account, it was necessary to consider whether it was appropriate to take action on procedural safeguards at the EU level. The Commission carried out a comprehensive consultation and extended impact assessment exercise.

---

\(^{11}\) The text of the CFREU can be found at: http://www.europarl.eu.int/charter/default_en.htm.
16. In February 2003, the Commission presented a Green Paper on Procedural Safeguards for Suspects and Defendants in Criminal Proceedings\(^{12}\). The Green Paper noted that the Member States of the EU are all signatories of the principal treaty setting the basic standards, the ECHR, as are all the acceding states and candidate countries, so the mechanism for achieving mutual trust is already in place. Nevertheless, the Green Paper explained that existing divergent practices had hitherto hindered mutual trust and confidence, and that in order to counter that risk, the EU is justified in taking action on procedural rights pursuant to Article 31 TEU.

17. The Commission received 78 written replies to the Green Paper\(^{13}\), together with a number of emails, telephone calls and other communications in response. The overwhelming majority of respondents endorsed the Commission's proposal to set common minimum standards for procedural safeguards. Many respondents applauded this effort but considered that these proposals do not go far enough\(^{14}\). Of the Member States, Ireland, Luxembourg, Austria, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Finland, Denmark, Germany, Sweden and France replied either through their Ministry of Justice or another governmental body. The views as expressed by these bodies ranged from support\(^{15}\) to opposition\(^{16}\). The new Member States were also involved in the consultation, with Slovakia and the Czech Republic responding to the Green Paper and representatives from all the new States taking part in bilateral and other meetings.

18. In June 2003, the Commission held a public hearing on the subject of safeguards. All those who had replied to the Green Paper, or manifested an interest, were invited to attend and given the opportunity to express their views orally. In addition, all the Member States were invited to send a representative. What emerged at the hearing was a great deal of support from legal practitioners and non-governmental organisations for the Commission's proposals. The representatives of the Member


\(^{13}\) The written responses may be consulted on DG JHA's website at:


\(^{14}\) For examples of positive reactions, see that of Amnesty International: "AI welcomes any measures taken which aim to ensure the implementation of existing obligations of Member States under international human rights treaties and ensure the highest possible standards for the protection of human rights, including the rights to fair trial, and do not risk weakening existing standards or practice to the lowest common denominator". The Law Society of England and Wales: "The Law Society welcomes the publication of the Green Paper, which we consider an important step in developing mutual trust between member states in the protections of individuals". The French Cour de Cassation: "This type of initiative seems particularly appropriate insofar as it is part of the creation of a real European area of justice. It is even more interesting because it is capable of giving people greater confidence in the different European legal systems, by harmonising procedural safeguards". The criticism from Liberty (whose response was generally positive) is typical of many comments received in this vein: "It is a weakness of this Green Paper that it does not address certain critical rights, namely the right to bail; the right to have evidence handled fairly; symmetry in sentencing; double jeopardy; and trials in absentia".

\(^{15}\) For an example of support, the following is from the Finnish Ministry of Justice: "As regards the areas proposed in the Green Paper, Finland supports minimum Union-level standards on the right to legal assistance, the right to interpretation and translation assistance, and the Letter of Rights. It is particularly important to ensure that these rights are catered for at a sufficiently early stage, i.e. right from the moment the suspect is apprehended or at the latest by the time he/she starts to be questioned".

\(^{16}\) For a negative assessment, see the submissions of Response of the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform, Ireland: "[t]he Green Paper […] seeks to introduce obligations which would apply internally in each Member State. This is outside the scope of article 31 and breaches the principle of subsidiarity".
States present were divided in their support. Slovakia and the Czech Republic sent representatives as observers. The Member States that are opposed to the idea invoke (1) the subsidiarity principle, (2) concerns over legal basis and (3) the fear that "common minimum standards" could result in a general lowering of standards as the grounds for their opposition, (4) the argument that common minimum standards have already been set by the ECHR and that no further action is needed and finally, (5) fears were expressed that implementing these proposals would be technically difficult.

19. The Commission considers first that in this area only action at the EU level can be effective in ensuring common standards. To date, the Member States have complied on a national basis with their fair trial obligations, deriving principally from the ECHR, and this has led to discrepancies in the levels of safeguards in operation in the different Member States. It has also led to speculation about standards in other Member States and on occasion, there have been accusations of deficiencies in the criminal justice system of one Member State in the press and media of another. This would be remedied by the adoption of common minimum standards. By definition, the standards can only be common if they are set by the Member States acting in concert, so it is not possible to achieve common standards and rely entirely on action at the national level.

20. As regards the legal basis, the Commission relies on Article 31 (1) of the Treaty on European Union. Article 31(1) envisages that the EU may develop "common action" so as to ensure compatibility in rules where necessary to improve cooperation. Judicial cooperation, in particular mutual recognition presents a situation where compatibility is necessary to improve co-operation. It is for that reason that the parameters of the Mutual Recognition Programme include “mechanisms for safeguarding the rights of […] suspects” (parameter 3) and “common minimum standards necessary to facilitate the application of the principle of mutual recognition” (parameter 4).

21. There is no need to fear that common standards will lead to a lowering of standards. Member States remain free to implement the highest level of safeguards they consider appropriate as long as they comply with the agreed minimum. Furthermore, the non-regression provision in Article 17 states explicitly that nothing in the Framework Decision may be interpreted as "limiting or derogating from" any existing rights. The proposal is for common minimum standards. It is unthinkable that Member States, bound by Article 6(2) TEU to respect fundamental rights, would use that as a basis to "level down" where current provisions exceed the EU requirements.

22. On the fourth point, the Commission's research and consultation, together with the case-law of the ECtHR, shows the ECHR is implemented to very differing standards in the Member States and that there are many violations of the ECHR. Those divergences prejudice a common protection of procedural rights within the Union, jeopardize mutual trust and affect the smooth operation of the mutual recognition principle. Furthermore, the Commission's aim is to render more efficient and visible the practical operation of ECHR rights with this proposal so that everyone in the criminal justice system is more aware of them, not only defendants but also police officers, lawyers, translators and interpreters and all other actors in the criminal justice system. This should lead to better compliance with the ECHR.
Finally as regards technical difficulties and cost, the Commission contends that the final outcome for this proposal should not lead to an intolerable burden for Member States since the substance of the provisions essentially confirms existing rights under the ECHR and relevant case-law.

The Commission has concluded that the smooth operation of the measures set out in the Programme of Measures can best be achieved if accompanied by agreed common minimum standards in relevant areas. The areas where common minimum standards are proposed at this first stage are:

- access to legal advice, both before the trial and at trial,
- access to free interpretation and translation,
- ensuring that persons who are not capable of understanding or following the proceedings receive appropriate attention,
- the right to communicate, *inter alia*, with consular authorities in the case of foreign suspects, and
- notifying suspected persons of their rights (by giving them a written “Letter of Rights”).

The decision to make proposals in relation to these five rights at this first stage was taken because these rights are of particular importance in the context of mutual recognition, since they have a transnational element which is not a feature of other fair trial rights, apart from the right to bail which is being covered separately in a forthcoming Green Paper. The foreign defendant will generally need an interpreter and may require consular assistance. He is also less likely to be familiar with his rights in the country of arrest and hence all the more likely to be helped by a Letter of Rights in his own language. All suspected persons are in a better position if they have a lawyer, and it is true that a person who has a lawyer is more likely to have his other rights respected as he will have someone who is aware of the rights and can verify that they are complied with. For this reasons, it was important to include the right to legal advice. Persons who are not capable of understanding or following the proceedings and who need appropriate attention are a special category of defendant requiring a higher degree of protection. This is an embodiment of the concept of "equality of arms" which requires a fair balance between the parties in court proceedings.

The Commission reiterates that this draft Framework Decision is a first step and that other measures are envisaged over the next few years. There is no intention to convey the impression that these five rights are more important than others, simply that they are more immediately relevant to mutual recognition and the problems that have arisen to date in the discussion of mutual recognition measures. The Commission has already started to examine the need for safeguards relating to fairness in obtaining, handling and use of evidence throughout the EU. The rights stemming from the presumption of innocence (including the right to silence, the right against self-incrimination and the rules governing the burden of proof) will also be examined. The Commission's first assessment of this work, which has already started, will be made public in 2004.
5. **THE PRINCIPLE OF MUTUAL RECOGNITION**

26. At the European Council in October 1999 in Tampere, it was agreed that the principle of mutual recognition should become the cornerstone of judicial cooperation in both civil and criminal matters. Mutual recognition implies that while another state may not deal with a certain matter in the same or even a similar way as one's own state, the results are accepted as equivalent to decisions of one's own state.

27. The European Council also asked the Council and the Commission to adopt, by December 2000, the Programme of Measures to implement the principle of mutual recognition in criminal matters.

28. The Programme of Measures consists of twenty-four areas which are deemed suitable for mutual recognition, some of which will be amalgamated so that between fifteen and twenty proposals will ultimately be put forward under the Programme. The first instrument to have been adopted on mutual recognition in criminal matters is the Council Framework Decision of 13 June 2002 on the European arrest warrant and the surrender procedures between Member States. This has been followed by a Framework Decision on orders for freezing property or evidence, and will be followed by measures on confiscation orders, financial penalties and transmission of evidence and criminal records. If these measures, and indeed the rest of the proposals resulting from the Programme of Measures, are to be implemented successfully, mutual recognition must be welcomed in the Member States, not only at government and policy level but also by those who will be responsible for the day-to-day operation of the measures. Mutual recognition can only operate effectively in a spirit of confidence, whereby not only the judicial authorities, but all actors in the criminal process see decisions of the judicial authorities of other Member States as equivalent to their own and do not call in question their judicial capacity and respect for fair trial rights. This is important so as to enhance a general perception of mutual recognition which is positive, and that involves "not only trust in the adequacy of one's partner's rules, but also trust that these rules are correctly applied".

29. All Member States are parties to the ECHR and this is sometimes cited as adequate grounds for mutual confidence. However experience has shown that, despite the need for such confidence, there is not always sufficient trust in the criminal justice systems of other Member States and this notwithstanding the fact that they are all signatories to the ECHR. This proposal for a Framework Decision is an implicit acknowledgement of that insufficient trust in that it provides a mechanism for

---

22 For example in the UK case *R v. Secretary of State ex parte Ramda*, 27 June 2002, the High Court said that France's status as a signatory to the ECHR could not be invoked as a complete answer to complaints about the fairness of his trial. Likewise, in its judgment of 16 May 2003, in the case of *Irastorza Dorronsoro*, the Cour d'Appel de Pau (France) - refused to accede to an extradition request from Spain on the ground that there was a suspicion that a co-defendant had been "tortured" by Spanish police officers.
enhancing and increasing mutual confidence. This will be even more important when there must be trust between twenty-five states or more.

30. The rights proposed will operate so as to strengthen mutual trust and thereby enhance the operation of mutual recognition in all its forms as regards criminal matters. Continuous evaluation and monitoring, if it discloses that standards are adhered to and shows any improvement in areas currently causing concern, will serve to reinforce that trust.

6. SPECIFIC PROVISIONS

6.1. The right to legal advice

31. During the consultation period, the Commission researched the Member States' differing arrangements. The rules governing both access to legal representation and its organisation vary from one Member State to another.

32. This Framework Decision proposes EU wide agreement that suspected persons be given access to legal advice from a qualified lawyer as soon as possible. At present, some Member States impose a limit on access, have an initial period during which the suspect may not have access to a lawyer ("garde à vue") or preclude the presence of a lawyer during police questioning. Some Member States do not have a formal scheme offering 24-hour access to a lawyer, so that those arrested at night or at week-ends are also denied access, at least on a temporary basis. This Framework Decision proposes that legal advice be an entitlement throughout all the criminal proceedings which are defined as all proceedings taking place within the European Union aiming to establish the guilt or innocence of a person suspected of having committed a criminal offence or to decide on the outcome following a guilty plea in respect of a criminal charge.

33. Where the suspected person falls into one of the listed categories of persons who are not able to understand or follow the proceedings or is a minor or is the subject of a European Arrest Warrant or extradition request or other surrender procedure legal advice should be made available. This does not affect a person’s right to defend themselves if they choose. Member States should bear the costs of legal advice where those costs represent undue hardship for the suspected person or his dependants.

34. This Framework Decision proposes that Member States be required to implement a system for providing a replacement if the original lawyer is found not to be effective.

6.2. The right to free interpretation and translations

35. Article 6 (3) of the ECHR lays down the right for a defendant to have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the language used in court. The case-law of the ECtHR\(^23\) also makes it clear that the obligation towards the defendant extends to translations of all the relevant documents in the proceedings.

\(^{23}\) _Kamasinski v. Austria_ (judgment of 19 December 1989 A Series N° 168) para74.
The Commission's research showed that whilst Member States were conscious of this obligation in theory, it was not complied with in full in reality. During police questioning, a qualified interpreter was not always present, with the services of lay persons who have some knowledge of the defendant's language sometimes being used. There were limitations on the documents translated for defendants. Whereas Article 6(3)(e) makes it clear that the obligation is to provide “the free assistance of an interpreter” for a defendant who cannot understand or speak the language used in court, interpreters sometimes appeared to be provided for the benefit of the judge and/or prosecutor, rather than for the defendant. In some instances, the judge's or prosecutor's statements were not interpreted for defendants and the role of the interpreter was limited to interpreting the judge's direct questions to the defendant and his replies back to the judge, rather than ensuring that the defendant could understand the proceedings.

The Commission also noted that Member States had difficulty in recruiting sufficient legal/court translators and interpreters. In some Member States, the profession of public service interpreter/translator has official status, with training organised at national level, registration, accreditation and continuous professional development. This is not the case in all Member States. The profession suffers from a lack of status, with translators and interpreters sometimes being poorly paid, not having social benefits (such as paid sick leave and pension rights) and complaining that they are not consulted enough by their counterparts in the legal profession.

This is something that the Commission will continue to explore in the hope of finding a solution. It is essential that there are enough translators and interpreters in each Member State to cover the needs of foreign defendants.

6.3. Persons who cannot understand or follow the proceedings

Certain suspects are in a weaker position than the average person owing to their age or their physical, mental or emotional condition when it comes to understanding or following the proceedings. These persons need specific attention to ensure that their particular rights are respected and to guard against a possible miscarriage of justice.

Law enforcement and judicial officers should have an increased awareness of the problems of persons who cannot understand or follow the proceedings. They should be required to consider whether the suspected person is in need of specific attention, and if so, they should take the necessary steps to offer that person the appropriate attention.

The nature of the specific attention to be offered will vary according to the situation. For example, children should be accompanied by a parent or appropriate adult during questioning; persons needing medical attention should be provided with a doctor etc. Whilst every situation cannot be set out and provided for in an instrument of this type, the responsibility must be on Member States to ensure that their criminal justice system provides for a specific attention for those suspects and defendants who need it.

24 See footnote 6 regarding foreign defendants.
6.4. The right to communication

42. A detained person should be entitled to have family members, persons assimilated to family members and any employer informed of the detention. This can be achieved by having the relevant information communicated on behalf of the detained person if there are concerns about preserving any evidence.

43. Where the detained person is a non-national, it may be appropriate for the consular authorities of the person’s home state to be informed. Foreign suspects and defendants are an easily identifiable vulnerable group who sometimes need additional protection such as is offered by the 1963 Vienna Convention on Consular Relations (VCCR), which provides that on arrest or on detention a foreign national has the right to ask for his consulate to be informed of the detention and to receive visits from consular officials.

44. Foreign nationals may refuse to see a consular official who is the representative of their government, for example, if they are asylum seekers or refugees fleeing persecution in their State of origin. Those falling into this category may contact representatives from a recognised international humanitarian organisation.

6.5. Written notification of rights (the "Letter of Rights")

45. It is not always the case that suspects, and even sometimes the law enforcement officers questioning them, have full knowledge of the relevant rights. If suspects were properly aware of their rights on arrest there would be fewer allegations of miscarriage of justice and violations of the ECHR. A simple and inexpensive way to ensure an adequate level of knowledge is to require Member States to produce a short, standard written statement of basic rights (the "Letter of Rights") and to make it compulsory for all suspects to be given this written notification in a language they understand at the earliest possible opportunity and certainly before any questioning takes place.

6.6. Evaluation and monitoring

46. Since the principle of mutual recognition may only be implemented efficiently if there is mutual trust, and since common minimum standards will enhance trust, it is important for any agreed common standards to be respected. The level of compliance should be demonstrably high. In order for each Member State to be confident of the level of compliance in the other Member States, there must be some form of evaluation.

47. Mutual trust must go beyond the perceptions of the governments of the Member States - it must also be established in the minds of practitioners, law enforcement and judicial officers and all those who will administer decisions based on mutual recognition on a daily basis. This cannot be achieved overnight, and cannot be achieved at all unless there is some reliable means of assessing compliance with common minimum standards across the European Union. Evaluation and monitoring should be carried out on a regular, continuous basis and the results should be made available. This will provide a system for ensuring that standards are adhered to and will bring both any improvement and/or deterioration to the notice of the other Member States as well as the European institutions.
48. It is appropriate that the Commission, as a body charged with making proposals and in the usual course of events with monitoring that Framework Decisions are correctly implemented in the Member States, should co-ordinate evaluation and monitoring. The necessary information and data should be provided by the Member States for the Commission to collate. The Commission will, if necessary, delegate the analysis of the information to an outside body such as an independent group of experts.

7. **LEGAL BASIS**

49. This proposal has a legal basis under Article 31 of the Treaty on European Union (TEU), as amended by the Treaty of Nice, which covers common action on judicial co-operation in criminal matters.

50. Article 31 (1) (c) of the TEU provides for “ensuring compatibility in rules applicable in the Member States as may be necessary to improve [judicial co-operation in criminal matters]”. Ensuring compatibility can be achieved, inter alia, by providing for some approximation of minimum procedural rules in the Member States so as to enhance mutual trust and confidence.

51. The Commission considers that this proposal constitutes the necessary complement to the mutual recognition measures that are designed to increase efficiency of prosecution. A set of agreed procedural rights to ensure equivalent treatment of suspected persons throughout the EU should enable judicial cooperation measures to be applied as efficiently as possible, especially those that envisage surrender of persons or of evidence to another Member State. Any reluctance on the part of the authorities of one State to surrender a national to the judicial authorities of another may be alleviated in this way.

8. **EXPLANATION OF THE ARTICLES**

52. Gender neutrality: The terms "he" and "his" are used throughout to refer to the suspected person or the suspected person's lawyer. They are intended to be gender neutral and to cover both male and female suspects and male and female lawyers.

**Article 1 - Scope of application of procedural rights**

53. This Article sets out the scope of application of the Framework Decision. The scope includes all persons suspected in respect of a criminal offence in any proceedings to establish the guilt or innocence of a person suspected of having committed a criminal offence, or to decide on the outcome following a guilty plea in respect of a criminal charge or to rule on any appeal from these proceedings. There is no differentiation between EU national and third country nationals since to offer one group better protection could lead to criticisms of discrimination that would defeat

---

25 Article 34(2) TEU.
26 The usual practice following adoption of a Framework Decision is for Member States to send the Commission details of their implementing legislation and for the Commission to compile a report on implementation for transmission to the Council.
the aim of enhancing trust between the Member States in each other’s criminal justice system.

54. Since the case-law of the ECHR has clarified that persons being questioned in relation to offences, but not yet formally charged, should be covered by Article 6 ECHR, persons arrested or detained in connection with a criminal charge also come within the ambit of this provision. These rights start to apply from the time when the person is informed that he is suspected of having committed an offence (e.g. on arrest or when the suspected person is no longer free to leave police custody).

**Article 2 – The right to legal advice**

55. This Article sets out the basic right to legal advice for a suspected person if he wishes to receive it. The Article provides that legal advice should be provided as soon as possible. It is important that a suspect benefits from legal advice before answering any questions in the course of which he may say something he later regrets without understanding the legal implications.

**Article 3 – Obligation to provide legal assistance**

56. Article 6 (3) (c) ECHR makes it clear that a suspected person has the right to defend himself in person which implies that he is entitled to refuse to be represented by a lawyer. Notwithstanding that right, in certain circumstances it is particularly desirable that the suspected person receives legal advice. Those circumstances are set out in Article 3 and include cases where the suspected person is remanded in custody prior to the trial, or is formally accused of having committed a criminal offence which involves a complex factual or legal situation or which is subject to severe punishment, in particular where, in a Member State, a mandatory sentence of more than one year’s imprisonment can be imposed, or is the subject of a European Arrest Warrant or extradition request or other surrender procedure, or is a minor, or appears not to be able to understand or follow the content or the meaning of the proceedings owing to his age, mental, physical or emotional condition. This provision requires Member States to ensure that every effort is made so that those persons in particular receive legal advice.

**Article 4 - Obligation to ensure effectiveness of legal advice**

57. This Article provides that Member States should ensure that some check is made that effective advice is given.

58. The Commission has chosen to specify that only lawyers as defined in Article 1(2)(a) of Directive 98/5 EC are employed in this context so as to help to safeguard effectiveness. If the legal advice offered is not effective, Member States are obliged to provide an alternative. This right, stemming from Article 6(3)(c) of the ECHR, has been explained in the case-law of the ECHR (e.g. in *Artico v. Italy*).

---

Since the suspect is not always in a position to assess the effectiveness of his legal representation, the onus must be on the Member States to establish a system for checking this.

**Article 5 – The right to free legal advice**

This Article provides that where Article 3 applies legal advice should be provided at no cost to the suspected person if these costs would cause undue financial hardship to himself or his dependants. Member States must ensure that they have in place a mechanism for ascertaining whether the suspected person has the means to pay for legal advice. Under the ECHR, the defendant does not have to prove “beyond all doubt” that he lacks the means to pay for his defence (Pakelli v. Germany). Member States should respect this ECtHR guidance in connection with the assessment of the person’s means.

This Article provides that legal advice should be free if the person's means fall below a set minimum. Some Member States operate a means test to establish whether the defendant “has not sufficient means to pay for his defence”. Others provide free legal advice to all on the basis that a means test is expensive to operate and that some of the costs can be recovered from the defendant in certain circumstances. Member States are free to operate the system that appears to them to be the most cost effective as long as free legal advice remains available when it is in the interests of justice.

**Article 6 – The right to free interpretation**

The assistance of an interpreter or a translator must be free of charge to the suspect. This right is established in the case-law of the ECtHR. In the case of Luedicke, Belkacem and Koç v. Germany, the ECtHR held that it follows from Article 6(3)(b) that for anyone who cannot speak or understand the language used in court, the right to receive the free assistance of an interpreter, without subsequently having claimed back from him payment of the costs thereby incurred must be respected. In Kamasinski v. Austria, the ECtHR held that the principle also extended to translation of “documentary material”.

Member States are under an obligation to provide an interpreter as soon as possible after it has come to light that the suspect does not understand the language of the proceedings. This right extends to all sessions of police questioning, meetings between the suspect and his lawyer and, after charge, occasions when the person's presence is required at court. It is clear from the ECtHR case-law that the obligation to provide an interpreter, which is laid down in the ECHR, is not always respected. Article 6 of the Framework Decision sets out the right, pointing out that it applies “throughout the proceedings”.

This Article covers persons with hearing or speech impairments. Article 6(3) of the ECHR provides that everyone charged with a criminal offence has the right to be

---

29 Pakelli v. Germany, judgment of 25 April 1983, Series A n° 64 para. 34.
31 Kamasinski v. Austria (cited above).
32 Cuscani v. UK - judgment of 24 September 2002 - is a good example where the Court proposed to rely on the defendant's brother to interpret, which was held to be a violation of Art. 6.
informed about what he is accused of so that he understands the nature and cause of the accusation. He also has the right to have the assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand the language used in court. This applies also to deaf suspects or people with hearing or speech impairments. Inadequate communication can affect a deaf suspect's chances of receiving fair treatment as regards questioning by law enforcement officers. It also affects his chances of a fair trial. Member States must therefore ensure that police stations and courts provide proper specialised sign language interpreting for deaf suspects. As the consequences of poor or incompetent interpreting can be so serious, it is important that only qualified and experienced sign language interpreters are assigned for court proceedings or police interviews.

65. Some people who are deaf require the services of a lipspeaker. Lipspeakers communicate with deaf people who do not know or use sign language, but who are usually skilled lipreaders. This is also covered in the Article as an alternative.

Article 7 – The right to free translation of relevant documents

66. There is a right to translations of relevant material but this right is not unlimited. The ECtHR has ruled that Art. 6(3)(e) ECHR does not require a written translation of all items of written evidence or official documents in the procedure but it has ruled that documents which the defendant “needs to understand in order to have a fair trial” must be translated\(^\text{33}\). The rules on how much material is translated vary from one Member State to the next and also in accordance with the nature of the case. This variation is acceptable as long as the proceedings remain “fair”. The onus should be on the defence lawyer to ask for translations of any documents he considers necessary over and above what is provided by the prosecution. Since the conduct of the defence is essentially a matter between the defendant and his lawyer, the defence lawyer is best placed to assess which documents are needed. Consequently, this Article places the onus is on the competent authorities to decide what documents shall be provided in translation but the suspect’s lawyer has the right to request further documents in translation.

Article 8 – Accuracy of the translation and interpretation

67. The standard of interpretation and translation must be good enough to enable the suspect to understand the nature and cause of the accusation.

68. Member States must ensure that there is in place within their jurisdiction a system so that lawyers, judges, defendants or anyone else involved in criminal proceedings who becomes aware that the required standard of interpretation has not been met by a particular interpreter or in a particular case may report it so that a replacement translator or interpreter may be provided.

Article 9 – Recording the proceedings

69. The standard required by the ECHR is that the interpretation be such as to enable the defendant's “effective participation” in the proceedings. If he then makes an application to the ECtHR on the grounds that the interpretation was inadequate and

\(^{33}\) Kamasinski v. Austria, cited above, para 74.
damaging to his effective participation in the proceedings, it is important to have a method of verification of the interpretation. It is therefore incumbent on Member States to ensure that a recording exists in the event of a dispute.

70. The purpose of this provision is to have a method of verifying that the interpretation was accurate and not to challenge the proceedings from any other point of view since this would otherwise lead to preferential treatment of suspected persons who need interpretation. Therefore, the recordings may only be used for that one purpose.

Article 10 – The right to specific attention

71. This Article provides that Member States shall ensure that a person who cannot understand or follow the proceedings, owing to their age or mental, physical or emotional condition, is offered any specific relevant attention, such as medical attention or the presence of a parent in the case of children. The duty to provide specific attention applies throughout criminal proceedings. This enhanced duty of care is to promote fair trials and to avoid potential miscarriages of justice based on vulnerability. Consultation and replies to the Green Paper have made it clear that identifying these suspects is difficult. The minimum expectation is that law enforcement officers ask themselves the question whether the suspect is able to understand or follow the proceedings, by virtue of his age or mental, physical or emotional condition. Any steps taken as a consequence of this right should be recorded in writing in the suspects’ notes.

Article 11 – The rights of suspected persons entitled to specific attention

72. This Article specifies which steps must be taken in accordance with Article 10. In order to verify that the correct procedures have been followed in the case of questioning by law enforcement officers of persons who cannot understand or follow the proceedings, Member States must ensure that an audio or video recording is made of any pre-trial questioning. Any party requesting a copy of the recording in the event of a dispute must be provided with one.

73. Medical assistance should be provided if the suspected person needs it.

74. A suspected person entitled to specific attention should, where appropriate, be allowed to have a suitable third person present during police questioning in order to provide an additional safeguard of the fairness of the proceedings.

Article 12 – The right to communicate

75. This Article lays down the right for a person remanded in custody to have his family, persons assimilated to his family or his employer contacted as soon as possible.

76. It is proposed here that if direct communication is inappropriate, communication may be by other channels including the consular authorities or an international humanitarian organisation.
Article 13 – The right to communicate with consular authorities

77. This Article restates the right to communicate with consular authorities. It places a duty on Member States to ensure that all foreign detainees are able to have the consular authorities of their home State informed of the detention if they so wish.

78. If a detained suspect does not wish to have the assistance of the consular authorities of his home State, he should be entitled to have the assistance of an international humanitarian organisation. Unless individual Member States decide otherwise, the most suitable international humanitarian organisation offering this type of assistance is the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) whose official functions include visits to detainees. Member States are invited to decide which international humanitarian organisations they recognise so that the concept of “recognised international humanitarian organisation” can be used to correct effect and to prevent recourse to organisations that do not have the approval of the Member State in question.

79. Member States have a duty towards their long-term non-national residents, particularly if these are refugees. A refugee from the regime in force in his home State will not want the assistance of the consular authorities of that State. Refugees must be able to contact representatives from another State that has agreed to look after their interests or an international humanitarian organisation for this type of assistance. This Article proposes that the right to consular assistance be extended to long-term non-national residents of a Sending state, particularly if they have refugee status. Member States should ensure that this type of assistance is an option available to the suspect.

Article 14 - Duty to inform a suspected person of his rights in writing – Letter of Rights

80. Article 14 sets out the duty for Member States to ensure that all detained or arrested suspects are made aware of their basic rights by giving them written notification of those rights. The Letter of Rights should be kept available in the official Community languages, either in paper form or on computer so that it can be printed when needed. Member States may assess the need to have available translations into languages commonly encountered in the locality, and the relevant authorities are best placed to do this.

---

34 Extract from ICRC annual report 2002: “[In 2002] ICRC delegates visited 448,063 detainees held in 2,007 places of detention in more than 75 countries. Of this number, 26,727 detainees were registered and visited in 2002 for the first time. A total of 47,205 detention certificates were issued. Detainees who were not individually monitored but nevertheless benefited from ICRC assistance are included in the total number visited.”

35 Rule 38 of the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners adopted in 1955 by the UN Congress on the Prevention of crime and the Treatment of Offenders: (1) […]. (2) Prisoners who are nationals of States without diplomatic or consular representation in the country and refugees or stateless persons shall be allowed similar facilities to communicate with the diplomatic representative of the State which takes charge of their interests or any national or international authority whose task it is to protect such persons.

36 Principle 16 of the Body of Principles for the Protection of all Persons under any Form of Detention or Imprisonment adopted by the UN General assembly in 1988: 1.[…] 2. If a detained or imprisoned person is a foreigner, he shall also be promptly informed of his right to communicate by appropriate means with […] the representative of the competent international organisation, if he is a refugee or is otherwise under the protection of an intergovernmental organisation.
know which those languages are for each locality. The Commission proposes that suspects be given a "Letter of Rights" as soon as possible after arrest. The law enforcement officer and the suspect should ideally both sign the Letter of Rights, as evidence that it has been offered, given and accepted. However the Commission is aware of possible reluctance on the part of suspects to sign anything in the police station. The Letter of Rights should be produced in duplicate, with one (signed) copy being retained by the law enforcement officer and one (signed) copy being retained by the suspect. A note should be made in the record stating that the Letter of Rights was offered, and whether or not the suspect agreed to sign it.

81. Annex A contains a suggested form of common wording for the Letter of Rights. It states the language version so that the suspect can be given the Letter of Rights in a language he understands. It then sets out the basic rights to legal advice, to interpretation, specific attention and consular assistance, if appropriate, as headings to be completed by the Member States.

**Article 15- Evaluating and monitoring the effectiveness of the Framework Decision**

82. It is essential that this Framework Decision is fully evaluated and monitored. Apart from reporting on the proper implementation of its provisions into national legislation, the Commission proposes that regular monitoring be carried out. This is particularly important in the case of legislation that confers rights as those rights are meaningless unless they are complied with. Only regular monitoring will show that there has been full compliance. Additionally, if the Framework Decision is to achieve its stated objective of enhancing mutual trust, there must be public, verifiable statistics and reports showing that rights are complied with so that observers in other Member States (not only in government, but also lawyers, academics and NGOs) may be confident that fair trial rights are observed in each national system. The evaluation and monitoring should be carried out under the supervision of the Commission. An independent team may be employed to carry out the necessary research and analysis.

83. In its resolution of 5 July 2001 on the situation as regards fundamental rights in the European Union, the European Parliament recommended that "a network be set up consisting of legal experts who are authorities on human rights and jurists from each of the Member States, to ensure a high level of expertise and enable Parliament to receive an assessment of the implementation of each of the rights laid down notably in the Charter, taking account of developments in national laws, the case law of the Court of Justice of the European Communities and the European Court of Human Rights and any notable case law of the Member States' national and constitutional courts". A Network of Independent Experts on Fundamental Rights ("the Network") has been set up and submitted its first report on 31 March 2003. Its tasks include preparing an annual report on the situation as regards fundamental rights in the European Union. In this connection, it is examining compliance with Articles 47 and 48 of the CFREU. Article 47 CFREU provides: "Everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing within a reasonable time by an independent and impartial tribunal

---

previously established by law. Everyone shall have the possibility of being advised, defended and represented. Legal aid shall be made available to those who lack sufficient resources insofar as such aid is necessary to ensure effective access to justice." Article 48 CFREU provides "[…] Respect for the rights of the defence of anyone who has been charged shall be guaranteed”.

84. It could be appropriate to make use of the evaluation carried out by the Network in respect of Articles 47 and 48 of the CFREU and to assess whether this could be a suitable long-term solution. The Commission may subsequently decide upon a different system of evaluation and monitoring. If the Network were to cease to carry out its functions, or to provide the necessary services, or the Commission were to decide upon a different system of evaluation and monitoring, another suitable body could be appointed to analyse the data and information provided by the Member States in accordance with the provisions of the Framework Decision.

85. Evaluation and monitoring will benefit all Member States. It will enable them to show other countries that they observe fair trial rights and it will enable them to reassure those implementing the measures of the Mutual Recognition Programme in their home State, should such reassurance prove necessary, that safeguards ensuring equivalent fair trial standards are operated in other Member States. The evaluation shall be for the purpose of general assessment, and decisions of courts will not be examined.

**Article 16 - Duty to collect data**

86. In order for the Framework Decision to be monitored, and for the necessary evaluation of compliance to be carried out, Article 16 places an obligation on Member States to collect relevant data and this data must also be analysed in order to be meaningful. Member States must provide relevant statistics, *inter alia*, as regards the following:

(a) the total number of persons questioned in respect of a criminal charge, the number of persons charged with a criminal offence, whether legal advice was given and in what percentage of cases it was given free or partly free,

(b) the number of persons questioned in respect of a criminal offence and whose understanding of the language of the proceedings was such as to require the services of an interpreter during police questioning. A breakdown of the nationalities should also be recorded, together with the number of persons requiring sign language interpreting,

(c) the number of persons questioned in respect of a criminal offence who were foreign nationals and in respect of whom consular assistance was sought. The number of foreign suspects refusing the offer of consular assistance should be recorded. A breakdown of the nationalities of the suspects should also be recorded,

(d) the number of persons charged with a criminal offence and in respect of whom the services of an interpreter were requested before trial, at
trial and/or at any appeal proceedings. A breakdown of the nationalities and the languages involved should also be recorded,

(e) the number of persons charged with a criminal offence and in respect of whom the services of a translator were requested in order to translate documents before trial, at trial or during any appeal proceedings. A breakdown of the nationalities and the languages involved should also be recorded. The number of persons requiring a sign language interpreter should be recorded,

(f) the number of persons questioned and/or charged in connection with a criminal offence who were deemed not to be able to understand or follow the content or the meaning of the proceedings owing to age, mental, physical or emotional condition, together with statistics about the type of any specific attention given,

(g) the number of Letters of Rights issued to suspects and a breakdown of the languages in which these were issued.

Article 17 - Non-regression clause

87. The purpose of this Article is to ensure that the Framework Decision does not have the effect of lowering standards in Member States. During the consultation phase, representatives of certain Member States expressed concern that this would result from setting common minimum standards. Member States remain entirely at liberty to set standards higher than those agreed in this Framework Decision.

Article 18 - Implementation

88. This Article requires that Member States must implement the Framework Decision by 1 January 2006 and, by the same date, send the text of the provisions transposing it into national law to the Council Secretariat General and the Commission. Six months after implementation, the Commission must submit a report to the European Parliament and to the Council, assessing the extent to which the Member States have taken the necessary measures in order to comply with this Framework Decision, accompanied, if necessary, by legislative proposals.

Article 19 - Entry into Force

89. This Article provides that the Framework Decision will enter into force on the twentieth day following that of its publication in the Official Journal of the European Union.

Annex A - model common wording to be used in the "Letter of Rights"

90. Annex A provides a model for the common wording to be used in the "Letter of rights". It sets out as headings the rights stemming from this Framework Decision and that the Commission considers to be the basic common rights that a suspect should be given on arrest (right to legal advice, right to an interpreter, decision on specific attention, right to communicate with consular authorities for foreigners).
Par konkrētām procedurālajām tiesībām noziedzīgo lietu izskatīšanu laikā Eiropas Savienībā

EIROPAS SAVIENĪBAS PADOME,

...nemot vērā Eiropas Savienības Līgumu un, jo īpaši, tā 31. panta 1. punkta c) apakšpunktu,
nemot vērā Komisijas Priekšlikumu39,
nemot vērā Eiropas Parlamenta Atzinumu40,
tā kā


(2) 2000. gada 29. novembrī Padome, saskaņā ar Tamperes Secinājumiem, pieņēma pasākumu programmu, lai īstenotu savstarpējās atzīšanas principu noziedzīgajos jautājumos41. Pasākumu Programmas ievadā ir teikts, ka savstarpējā atzīšana ir “radīta, lai stiprinātu sadarbību starp dalībvalstīm, bet arī, lai vairotu individuālo tiesību aizsardzību”42.

(3) Savstarpējo lēmumu par noziedzīgiem jautājumiem atzīšanas principa īstenošanā kā priekšnoteikums tiek pieņemts, ka dalībvalstis uzticas viena otras tieslietu sistēmām. Savstarpējās atzīšanas pakāpe joti lielā mērā ir atkarīga no parametru skaita, kas nosaka tās efektivitāti43. Šie parametri sevī ietver “mehānismus, kuri garantē aizdomās turamo […] tiesības” (3.parametrs) un “kopējos minimālos standartus, kas nepieciešami, lai atvieglotu citu savstarpējās atzīšanas principu pielietošanu”.

(4) Savstarpējā atzīšana var darboties efektīvi tikai uzticības gaisotnē, sakārā ar kuru ne tikai tiesas varas iestādes, bet visi izpildītāji kriminālajā procesā pieņem dalībvalstu tiesas varas iestāžu lēmumus kā līdzvērtīgus savējiem un neuzskata par apspriežamu to tiesisko kapacitāti un ciešu pret godīgas tiesas tiesību ievērošanu. Tas ir svarīgi, lai

39 OV C […]], […]], lpp. […].
40 OV C […]], […]], lpp. […].
41 OV C 12, 15.1.2001., 10. lpp.
42 OV C 12, 15.1.2001., 10. lpp.
43 OV C 12, 15.1.2001., 10. lpp.
palielinātu kopējo izpratni par savstarpējo atzīšanu, kas ir pozitīva un kas ietver “ne tikai tīcību partnera noteikumu piemērošanai, bet arī tīcību, ka šie noteikumi tiek pareizi pielietoti”.


(7) Savstarpējās atzīšanas princips ir balsīts uz augsta līmeņa uzticēšanos starp dalībvalstīm. Lai palielinātu šo uzticēšanos, šis Pamatlēmums sniedz noteiktas garantijas, lai aizsargātu patiesības. Šīs garantijas atspoguļo dalībvalstu tradīcijas, sekojot ECPK noteikumiem.

(8) Nav paredzēts, ka piedāvātie noteikumi ietekmē spēkā esošos pasākumus, kas noteikti valsts tiesību aktos attiecībā uz cīņu pret nopietnām un sarežģītām nozieguma formām, jo īpaši terorismu.

(9) LES 31. panta 31. punkta 1. c) apakšpunkts paredz, “ka, jānodrošina noteikumu saviojami, kuri tiek lietoti Dalībvalstīs, kas varētu būt nepieciešami, lai uzlabotu [tiesisko sadarbību noziedzīgos jautājumos]”. Ja kopējie minimuma standarti attieksies uz pamata procesuālajām garantijām visā Eiropas Savienībā, tad noveds pie paaugstinātas uzticēšanās tieslietu sistēmām visās dalībvalstīs, kas, savukārt, noveds pie efektīvākas tiesiskās sadarbības savstarpējās uzticēšanas atmosfērā.

(10) Piecas jomas ir noteiktas kā piemērotas, kurās kopējie standarti varētu tikt piemēroti pirmajā instancē. Tās ir: pieeja juridiskajai reprezentācijai, pieeja interpretācijai un tulkosanai, nodrošinot, ka personas, kurām nepieciešama speciāla uzmanība, jo tās nespēj sekot tiesas procesam, to saņem, konsulāra palīdzība aizturētājam ārvalstu personām, paziņošana rakstiskā veidā aizdomās turamajiem un apsūdzētājiem par viņu tiesībām.

(11) Pasākumu kopums nodrošinās, ka aizdomās turamie ārvalstnieki vai apsūdzētie tiek aizstāvēti pat tad, ja viņi nepārvalda registrētās valsts valodu vai viņiem nav zināšanu par tieslietu sistēmu. Nodrošināšanai, ka ārvalstu aizdomās turamo un apsūdzēto tiesības tiek atbilstoši ievērotas, būs divējāda ietekme- tiks uzlaboti

---

45 OV L 190, 18.7.2002., 1. lpp.
(12) Tiesības uz juridisku atbalstu ir noteiktas ECPK 6. pantā. Šī pamatlēmuma noteikumi neuzliek dalībvalstīm lielākas saistības, kā minēts ECPK, bet vienīgi nosaka kopējos celus atbilstoši ECPK 6. pantam. Laiks, kad parādās tiesības uz juridisko konsultāciju, ir noteikts kopā ar apstākļiem, kuros juridiskā konsultācija būtu jāsaņem bez maksas. Dažos gadījumos prasība, lai lietas izskatīšana būtu godīga, nosaka, ka apsūdzētajam ir jāsaņem juridiskā konsultācija, neskatoties uz tiesībām aizstāvēt sevi pašām. Tas ir noteikts pamatlēmumā kopā ar norādījumiem par to, ka apsūdzētajam ir juridiskā konsultācija un juridisko konsultāciju jānodrošina atbilstoši kvalificētiem profesionāļiem, un juridisko konsultāciju izmaksas nepieciešamības radīt nepamatotas grūtības šīem apsūdzētājiem vai viņu apgādājamajiem. Tādēļ Dalībvalstīm ir jānodrošina, ka juridiskās konsultācijas sniegšanas izmaksas šādus apstākļus dalījai vai pilnībā sedz tieslietu sistēmas.

(13) Tiesības uz bezmaksas un pareizu lingvistisko atbalstu- mutisko un rakstisko tulkosanu- ārzemniekiem un, ja nepieciesams, tiem, kas tiek nosakīts ārdzīdas vai runas nepilnbūm, arī ir noteiktas ECPK 6. pantā. Šī pamatlēmuma noteikumi neuzliek dalībvalstīm lielākas saistības, kā minēts ECPK, bet vienīgi nosaka kopējos celus atbilstoši ECPK 6. pantam saskaņā ar Eiropas Cilvēktiesību Tiesas tiesu praksī un apliecinā, ka mutiskā un rakstiskā tulkosana ir pareiza.

(14) Pienākums rūpēties par personām, kas nespēj saprst vai seko līdzīgi lietas izskatīšanai, apstiprina godīgu tiesas spriešanu. Ja aizdomās turamā persona atrodas potenciāli vājā pozīcijā sakārā ar viņa vecumu, psihisko, fīzisko vai emocionālo stāvokli, varas līdzsvars varētu atrasties lietas iespējams, likuma realizētāja vai tiesas varas iestāžu pusē. Tādēļ ir atbilstoši, ka varas iestādes ir gatavas jebkādai potenciālai ievainojamībai un ir gatavas spert nepieciešamos solus, lai palielinātu likumību. Atbilstoši, šī pamatlēmuma noteikumi ir veidoti, lai uzlabotu šo personu pozīcijas, nosakot konkrētas īpašas tiesības.

(15) Aizturēto personu tiesības informēt īgūni, personas, kas ir asimilētas kā īgūnes locekļi, un darba devējus par aizturēšanu, ir noteiktas gadījumos, kur šādas informācijas nodošana nepalaud lietas izskatīšanu. Ir noteiktas arī kontaktdati saskatītājas tiesības ar atbilstošu konsulārām varas iestādēm. Plašāks konteksts ir tāds, ka aizturētai personai ir tiesības pieejai ārpauslie.


(17) Aizdomās turamo un apsūdzēto informēšana rakstiski par viņu pamattiesībām ir pasākums, kas uzlabo lietas izskatīšanas godīgumu un savā zinā palidz nodrošināt, ka jebkurš, kas tiek turēts aizdomās vai apsūdzēts par kriminalu nodarījumu, zina savas tiesības. Ja aizdomās turamie un apsūdzētie tās nezin, tiem ir grūtāk iegūt labumu no
šīm tiesībām. Informējot aizdomās turamos rakstiski par viņu tiesībām, piemēram, ar vienkāršas “Tiesību vēstules” palīdzību, šī problēmu samazināsies.


(19) Tā kā mērķis sasniegt kopējus minimuma standartus nevar tikt sasniegts, ja dalībvalstis darbojas atsevišķi, un var tikt sasniegts tikai Savienības līmenī, Padomei būtu jāpieņem pasākumi saskaņā ar subsidiaritātes principu, kā norādīts Eiropas Savienības Līguma 2. pantā, un Līguma, kas veido Eiropas Kopienu, 5. pantā. Saskaņā ar proporcionalitātes principu, kā noteikts pēdējā minētajā pantā, šīs pamatlēmu neparedz vairāk nekā ir nepieciešams, lai sasniegtu šo mērķi.

(20) Šī pamatlēmuma mērķis ir stiprināt pamatlēmiesības un principus, kas ir atzīti ar Eiropas Savienības līguma 6. pantu un atspoguļo Eiropas Savienības Pamatlēmiesību Hartā un, jo īpaši, tās 47. līdz 50. pantā. Tas nevar novest pie atšķirīgām tiesiskajām atbilstošo ECPK noteiku precīzākā interpretācijām, jo ir noteikta atsauce uz LES 6. panta pamatlēmiesībām, interpretējot Eiropas Cilvēktiesību tiesas tiešu praksī.

IR PIENĒMUSI ŠO PAMATLĒMUMU:

PAR KONKRĒTĀM PROCEDURĀLAJĀM TIESĪBĀM NOZIEDZĪGO LIETU IZSKATĪŠANU LAIKĀ EIROPAS SAVIENĪBĀ.

1. pants
Procesuālo tiesību piemērošanas darbības lauks
1. Šis Pamatlēmums liec pamatus sekojošiem noteikumiem, kas saistīti ar procesuālajām tiesībām, kas attiecas uz visu lietu izskatīšanām Eiropas Savienībā, kuru mērķis ir pierādīt kādas personas vainu vai nevainīgumu, kuru tur aizdomās par nozieguma izdarīšanu, vai izlemt par iznākumu, sekojo tā vairāgā līgumam attiecībā uz izvirzīto apsūdzību. Tas sevī ietver arī jebkādu apelāciju šīs lietas izskatīšanā.

Šādas lietas izskatīšana šeit un tālāk tiek minēta, kā “noziegāju lietu izskatīšana”.

2. Tiesības jebkurai personai, kura tiek turēta aizdomās par nozieguma izdarīšanu (“aizdomās turamā persona”), stāsies spēkā no brīža, kad kompetentās dalībvalsts varas iestādes, kurās to tur aizdomās par nozieguma izdarīšanu, informēs viņu par to, un būs spēkā līdz gala spriedumam.

2. pants
Tiesības uz juridisko konsultāciju
1. Aizdomās turamai personai ir tiesības uz juridisko konsultāciju cik ātri vien iespējams un visā nozieguma lietas izskatīšanas laikā, ja viņš vēlas to saņemt.
2. Aizdomās turamai personai ir tiesības saņemt juridisku konsultāciju pirms atbildēšanas uz jautājumiem, kas saistīti ar apsūdzību.

3. pants

Saistības sniegt juridisku konsultāciju

Neskatoties uz aizdomās turamās personas tiesībām atteikties no juridiskas konsultācijas vai sevis pārstāvēšanas jebkurā lietas izskatīšanā, tiek prasīts, lai konkrētām aizdomās turamām personām tiktu piedāvāta juridiskā konsultācija, kas garantētu lietas izskatīšanas godīgumu. Tādējādi dalībvalsts nodrošinās, ka juridiska konsultācija ir pieejama jebkurai aizdomās turētajai personai, kura:

– atrodas ieslodzījumā pirms tiesas vai
– ir formāli apsūdzēta, ka izdarīju kriminālu noziegumu, kas ietver sarežģītu faktisko vai juridisko situāciju, vai kas ir pakļauts bargam sodam, jo īpaši tad, ja dalībvalstī ir noteikts obligātais sods vairāk par vienu gadu ieslodzījumā par nodarījumu, vai
– ir subjekts Eiropas Aresta rīkojumā vai izdošanas prasībā vai citai izdošanas procedūrā, vai
– ir nepilngadīgs vai
– izrādās, ka nespēj saprst vai sekot lietas izskatīšanas saturam vai nozīmei sava vecuma, psihiskā, fiziskā un emocionālā stāvokļa dēļ.

4. pants

Saistības nodrošināt juridiskās konsultācijas efektivitāti

1. Dalībvalstīm ir jānodrošina, ka tikai advokātiem, kā aprakstīts Direktīvas 98/5/EK 47 1. panta 2. punkta a)apakšpunktā, ir tiesības sniegt juridisku konsultāciju saskaņā ar šo Pamatlēmumu.

2. Dalībvalstīm ir jānodrošina, ka pastāv mehānisms, kas nodrošina aizstājēj Juristu, ja sniegtā juridiskā konsultācija izrādās neefektīva.

5. pants

Tiesības uz bezmaksas juridisko konsultāciju

1. Gadījumos, kad ir piemērojams 3. pants, juridiskās konsultācijas izmaksas pilnībā vai daļēji sedz dalībvalsts, ja šīs izmaksas sastāda pārmērīgās finansiālās grūtības aizdomās turamajam vai tā apgādājamajiem.

2. Dalībvalsts pēc tam var veikt izmeklēšanu, lai noskaidrotu, vai aizdomās turamās personas naudas līdzekļi ir pietiekami viņa juridisko konsultāciju izmaksu segšanai, ar mērķi atgūt visas vai daļu no izmaksām.

6. pants

Tiesības uz bezmaksas mutisko tulkojumu

1. Dalībvalstis nodrošinās, ka aizdomās turamā persona, kas nesaprot lietās izskatīšanā lietoto valodu, saņem bezmaksas **mutisko tulkojumu**, lai tiktu garantēts lietas izskatīšanas godīgums.

2. Dalībvalstis nodrošinās, ka, ja nepieciešams, aizdomās turamā persona saņem bezmaksas mutisko tulkojumu juridiskajai konsultācijai visā lietas izskatīšanas laikā.

3. Tiesības uz bezmaksas mutisko tulkojumu ir piemērojamas personām ar dzirdes vai runas traucējumiem.

7. pants

Tiesības uz bezmaksas attiecīgo dokumentu tulkojumu

1. Dalībvalstis nodrošinās, ka aizdomās turamā persona, kas nesaprot lietās izskatīšanā lietoto valodu, saņem bezmaksas tulkā pakalpojumu visiem attiecīgajiem dokumentiem, lai tiktu garantēts lietas izskatīšanas godīgums.

2. Lēmums, kas attiecas uz to, kādus dokumentus ir nepieciešams tulkot, ir jāveic kompetentā mājas iestādēm. Aizdomās turamās personas advokāts var lūgt arī turpmāko dokumentu tulkojumu.

8. pants

Mutiskas un rakstiskās tulkšanas precizitāte

1. Dalībvalstis nodrošinās, ka rakstveida un mutvārdu tulkotāji, kas tiek nodarbināti, ir atbilstoši kvalificēti, lai nodrošinātu precīzu rakstisko un mutisko tulkojumu.

2. Dalībvalstis nodrošinās, ka, ja mutvārdu vai rakstveida tulkotājs izrādās neprecīzs, pastāv mehānisms, kas nodrošina mutiskā vai rakstiskā tulkotāja aizstāšanu.

9. pants

Lietas izskatīšanas ierakstīšana

Dalībvalstis nodrošinās, ka tur, kur lietas izskatīšana tiek veikta ar mutiskā tulkā palīdzību, tiks veikts audio vai video ieraksts, lai garantētu kvalitātes kontroli. Jebkura puse varēs saņemt ieraksta stenogrammu strīda gadījumā. Stenogrammu drīkst izmantot tikai, lai apstiprinātu mutiskā tulkojuma precizitāti.
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Tiesības uz speciālu uzmanību

1. Dalībvalstis nodrošinās, ka aizdomās turamā persona, kas nesaprot vai nespēj sekot lietas izskatīšanas saturam vai nozīmei vecuma, psihiskā, fiziskā vai emocionālā stāvokļa dēļ, saņems speciālu uzmanību, lai tiktu garantēts lietas izskatīšanas godīgums.

2. Dalībvalstis nodrošinās, ka kompetentās varas iestādes ir spiestas izskatīt un rakstiski reģistrēt nepieciešamību pēc speciālas uzmanības lietas izskatīšanas laikā, līdz ko ir kāda norāde uz 10. panta 1. punkta piemērošanu.

3. Dalībvalstis nodrošinās, ka jebkurš solis, kas tiek veikts kā šīs tiesības sekas, tiks rakstiski ierakstīts.

11. pants

Aizdomās turamo personu tiesības uz īpašu uzmanību

1. Dalībvalstis nodrošinās, ka tiek veikts audio vai video ieraksts jebkuru aizdomās turamo personu, kurām ir tiesības uz īpašu uzmanību, nopratināšanai. Strīda gadijumā ieraksta stenogrammu jāsniedz jebkurai pusei.

2. Dalībvalstis nodrošinās, ka tiek sniegta medicīniskā palīdzība, kad vien nepieciešams.


12. pants

Tiesības sazināties

1. Aizdomās turamai personai, kas tiek turēta ieslodzījumā, ir tiesības informēt savu ģimeni vai personas, kuras ir asimilējušās viņa ģimenē, vai darba devēju par savu aizturēšanu, cik ātri vien iespējams.

2. Kompetentās varas iestādes var sazināties ar personām, kas noteiktas 12. panta 1. punktā, lietojot piemērotus mehānismus, ieskaitot konsulārās varas iestādes, ja aizdomās turamais ir citas valsts pavalstnieks un viņš tā vēlas.
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Tiesības sazināties ar konsulārajām varas iestādēm

1. Dalībvalstis nodrošinās, ka aizturētai aizdomās turamai personai, kura nav tās valsts pavalstnieks, ir tiesības informēt savas valsts konsulārās varas iestādes par aizturēšanu, cik drīz vien iespējams un sazināties ar konsulārajām varas iestādēm, ja viņš tā vēlas.
2. Dalībvalsts nodrošinās, ka, ja aizturētā aizdomās turamā persona nevēlas savas valsts konsulāro varas iestāžu atbalstu, tad kā alternatīva tiek piedāvāta atzītas starptautiskās cilvēktiesību organizācijas palīdzība.

3. Dalībvalstīs nodrošinās, ka personai, kura nav ES dalībvalstī dzīvojošs pavalsnieks, ir tiesības saņemt palīdzību no konsulārajām valsts varas iestādēm uz tā paša pamatu kā tās valsts pavalsniekiem, ja tam ir pamatots iemesls nevēlēties saņemt palīdzību no savas pavalsniecības valsts konsulārajām varas iestādēm.

14. pants

Pienākums informēt aizdomās turamo personu par viņa tiesībām rakstiski- Tiesību Vēstule

1. Dalībvalstīs nodrošinās, ka visas aizdomās turamā personas ir informētas par savām procesuālajām tiesībām, kas attiecas tieši uz viņiem, saņemot par tām rakstisku pazinojumu. Šī informācija ietver, bet nav ar to iespēju, tiesības, kas ir izklāstītas šajā Pamatlēmumā.

2. Dalībvalstīs nodrošinās, ka pastāv standarta rakstiskā pazinojuma tulkojums visās oficiālajās Kopienas valodās. Tulkojumi būtu sastādīti centrāli un iesūtīti kompetentām varas iestādēm, lai tiktu nodrošināts, ka tas pats teksts tiek ietvērots vienādā valodā, kuru viņš saprot.

3. Dalībvalstīs nodrošinās, ka rakstiskās pazinojuma teksts visās oficiālajās Kopienas valodās atrodas policijas iecirkņos, lai būtu iespējams piedāvāt kopiju arestētajai personai valodā, kuru viņš saprot.

4. Dalībvalstīs pieprasīs, lai abi - likuma piemērošanas īerēdnis un aizdomās turamais -, ja viņš vēlas, paraksta Tiesību Vēstuli kā pierādījumu, ka tā tika piedāvāta, sniegta un pieņemta. Tiesību Vēstulei ir jāsagatavo dublikāts ar vienu (parakstitu) kopiju, kuru patur likuma realizēšanas īerēdnis, un otru (parakstītu) kopiju, kuru patur aizdomās turamais. Protokolā ir jāizdara piezīmi, kas norāda, ka Tiesību Vēstule ir piedāvāta, un vai aizdomās turamais ir piekritīs vai nav piekritīs to parakstīt.
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Pamatlēmuma efektivitātes novērtēšana un pārraudzība

1. Dalībvalstīs atvieglots nepieciešamības informācijas vākšanai, lai šo Pamatlēmumu varētu novērtēt un pārraudzīt.

2. Novērtējums un pārraudzība ir jāveic Eiropas Komisijas uzraudzībā, kas koordinē ziņojumus par veikto novērtēšanu un pārraudzību. Šādi ziņojumi var tikt publicēti.
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Pienākums vākt datus

1. Lai varētu veikt šī Pamatlēmuma noteikumu novērtēšanu un pārraudzību, Dalībvalstis nodrošina, ka tādi dati, kā attiecīgā statistika, tiek saglabāti un ir pieejami, inter alia, attiecībā uz sekojošu:

(a) Kopējais nopratināto personu skaits, kuri ir krimināli apsūdzēti, apsūdzēto skaits par kriminālnodarījumu, vai tīka sniegtā juridiska konsultācija, un cik procentos gadījumu tā bija bezmaksas vai dalēji bezmaksas.

(b) Kopējais nopratināto personu skaits, kuri ir veikuši kriminālu nodarījumu un kuru lietas izskatīšanas valodas zināšanas bija tādas, lai pieprasītu mutisko tulkosanu nopratināšanas laikā policijā. Ir jānorāda arī pavalstniecību klasifikācijā kopā ar personu skaitu, kas pieprasījuši mutisko tulkosanu.

(c) Kopējais nopratināto personu skaits, kuri ir veikuši kriminālu nodarījumu un kuri bija ķīrvalstu pavalstnieki un meklēja konsultātu atbalstu. Aizdomās turamo ķīrvalstnieku skaits, kas atteicās no piedāvātās konsulārās palīdzības, ir jānorāda. Aizdomās turamo pavalstniecību klasifikācijā arī ir būtu jānorāda,

(d) Personu skaits, kas apsūdzētas krimināla nodarījuma izdarīšanā, un kuriem tās tiešā nozīme palīdzēja konsultēties par lietu izskatīšanu. Pavalstniecību klasifikāciju un iesaistītas valodas arī būtu jānorāda,

(e) Personu skaits, kas apsūdzētas krimināla nodarījuma izdarīšanā, un atteicībā uz kuriem bija pieprasītu tulkas pakalpojumus, lai tulkotu dokumentus pirmās tiesas palīdzības, ir jānorāda. Pavalstniecību klasifikācija un iesaistītās palīdzības arī būtu jānorāda. Personu skaits, kas ir pieprasījušas žestu valodas mutisko tulkosanu, ir jānorāda,

(f) Nopratināto personu un/vai apsūdzēto skaits saistībā ar kriminālo nodarījumu, kurus uzskatīja par nespējīgiem saprast vai sekot lietas izskatīšanas saturmā vai nozīmei to vecuma, psihiskā vai fiziskā stāvokļa dēļ, kopā ar statistiku par jebkurā īpaši sniegtās uzmanības veidu,

(g) Tiesību Vēstulu skaits, kas iesniegtas aizdomās turamajiem un valodu klasifikācijā, kurās tās tika izdotas.

2. Novērtēšana un pārraudzība ir jāveic regulāros laika intervālos, analizējot datus, kas sniegti šādām mērķiem un kurus savākušas dalībvalstis saskaņā ar šī panta noteikumiem.
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Neierobežošais noteikums

Nekas šajā Pamatlēmumā nevar tikt skaidrots kā ierobežošs vai jebkuru tiesību un procesuālo garantiju mazinošs, kuru iespējams nodrošināt saskaņā ar jebkuras dalībvalsts likumiem un kas nodrošina augstāku aizsardzības līmeni.
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Ieviešana


2. Līdz tam pašam datumam dalībvalstīm ir jānosūta Padomes ģenerālsekretariātam un Komisijai noteikumu tekstu, kurā saistības, kuras tām uzlīcis šis pamatlēmums, ir iekļautas nacionālajā likumdošanā.


4. Pamatojoties uz Komisijas ziņojumu, Padome novērtēs pakāpi, līdz kādai dalībvalstī ir izpildījušas šī pamatlēmuma prasības attiecībā uz ieviešanu.

5. Regulāri šī pamatlēmuma noteikumu darbības novērtēšana un pārraudzība tiks veikta saskaņā ar iepriekšminēto 15. pantu.

19. pants

Stāšanās spēkā

Šis pamatlēmums stāsies spēkā divdesmitajā dienā pēc tā publikācijas Eiropas Savienības Oficiālajā Vēstnesī.

Briselē, […]

Padomes vārdā
priekšsēdētājs
Pielikums A

Aizdomās turamā kopija/aresta ieraksta kopija

Tiesību notifikācija [ierakstīt valodu] valodā

Jūs, [ierakstīt vārdu], esat aizdomās turamā persona saistībā ar [X kriminālo nodarījumu].

A. Tiesību paziņošana, kas seko Padomes Pamatlēmumam …/…/JAI …

Eiropas Savienības likumošana prasa, lai visas Dalībvalstis garantētu kopējos minimālos standartus attiecībā uz konkrētām tiesībām. Šīs tiesības ir zemāk norādītas kopā ar nacionālajiem likumiem, kas piemēro šīs tiesības un dažos gadījums garantē papildu aizsardzību.

1. Juridiskā konsultācija [Skatīt zemteksta piezīmi48]
2. Tiesības uz mutisko tulkojumu [Skatīt zemteksta piezīmi]
3. Tiesības uz attiecīgo dokumentu rakstisko tulkojumu [Skatīt zemteksta piezīmi]
4. Īpaša uzmanība [Skatīt zemteksta piezīmi]
5. Sazināšanās [Skatīt zemteksta piezīmi]

B. Citas tiesības

Sekojošās tiesības ir garantētas Dalībvalsts, kurā Jūs uzturāties, likumdošanā.

48 Dalībvalstīm būtu jāievieto savs tekssts, kas attiecas uz tās nacionālās likumdošanas noteikumiem par šo tiesību ievērošanu, ieskaitot noteikumus, kas attiecas uz kopējo minimālo standartu īstenošanu sakarā ar Pamatlēmumu, un jebkādus noteikumus, kas paredz vairāk nekā šīs minimālais standarts.
Šī sadaļa ir paredzēta citām tiesībām, nevis tām, kas izklāstītas A tabulā. Dalībvalstīm būtu jāievieto savs tekssts šajā sadaļā

Parakstīts: .............................. ieslodzījuma ierēdnis
                           .............................. arestētā persona

datums:

Šai vēstulei ir dublikāts, kur viena kopija ir jādod aizdomās turamajai personai un otra ir jāsaglabā ieslodzījuma vietā.